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Midnight Blue

Scott Weston has struggled with a self-identity crisis for as long as he can remember, and heâ€™s
eager to take a vacation and forget about it. He has spent the past few months hiding himself from
the world, hoping to escape the harsh reality of his past. Armed with several good books and an
impenetrable new attitude, he heads to the remote, sleepy beach town of Sandy Springs, where all
he wants to do is relax with his best friend at their rented beach home while his worries slip away. A
chance encounter with Blake lights up his world, forcing him to consider letting someone inside. The
only problem is that Scott isnâ€™t sure if Blake is interested in men. Nevertheless, the feelings that
arise from their time together frighten Scott in their intensity, and force him to acknowledge his
troubled past. He realizes that he must make a choice between being honest with Blake, or facing
the consequences of a lifetime of hiding.Once it becomes clear that Blake is concealing a secret of
his own, Scott realizes that Blake is drawn to him, but it might not be for the right reasons. When
people from their past unexpectedly return to their lives, Scott finally learns about Blakeâ€™s true
nature.
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Readers should be warned in the synopsis that this is of the paranormal/vampire genre. I personally
am not interested in this type of book and I certainly would not have purchased it had I known.
Perhaps a bit more honesty in future descriptions.

I took a chance on a relatively new author and was pleasantly surprised. The characters were
likable and I felt that I could relate to them. Very happy that I took a chance and I am looking
forward to more books from Jason Collins.Scott Westin and his best friend Jamie just graduated
from college and needed a vacation. Jamie grew up in Sandy Springs a sleepy beach town and
wanted to come back and visit with some old friends. Jamie rented a beach home for them while
they were there. On the first night, Scott meets Blake a very handsome and mysterious man. Scott
is drawn to Blake but doesn't understand why. Blake is hiding something but when Scott finds out
the truth he gets scared but when his life is threatened Blake is the one who saves him.I
recommend this story to anyone who loves M/M romance with a touch of mystery and paranormal
all wrapped up in a great story.

A total you got it right and it hit the mark on the head. I took a book and studied it from front to back,
being over-critical and it still came out a winner. Congratulations new-to-me author, Jason Collins. I
will be following you up. You set the mind astray and bought forth horror fantasy with some action
packed tension.Lost Boys met Twilight.There is nothing like forgetting your past, if only for a little
while. Given the opportunity to escape if only for the summer, newly college graduate Scott finds
himself sharing a beach house with his best friend. It was supposed to be a light holiday, but barely
arriving in Sandy Springs, Scott is caught up in something that leaves him spinning.It's not glamour,
it's real.Heir to the Davis finance fortune, Blake thought he had an easy life until trouble came
knocking on his door and shattered his perception. He could not run fast enough and had learnt to
accept the hand that fate had dealt him. Meeting Scott was the highlight of his lonely nights and
Blake found something waking up in himself. On Scott's side, he found himself anticipating opening
his heart to another man and not being afraid. Maybe he should have listened to his best friend
about the tales of this town.Danger stranger.Life does not continue on the straight and narrow.
There are forces that are tempting to destroy both Blake and Scott and set them on a path that
neither seems to be able to escape, and not for the better good of mankind. I enjoyed the whole
paranormal aspect and the scenes were handled very smartly. I would have liked Scott's friend to
have a little more dealings in the goings on of his rental. I am impressed on this author's writing
style and look forward to more books from him.Reviewed by Cee from Alpha Book Club

Jamie and Scott are best friends. Scott went through something horrific, so they decided to rent a
house on the beach, in their home town, to get Scott to let loose a little. Scott meets a handsome
stranger by the name of Blake. He trusts him immediately and feels safe with him. No other man
was able to make him feel like that after the horrible thing Michael (the ex) did to him.I like the book.
I read it in one sitting as soon as it popped up on my kindle. However, I wish there was more
suspense. More hard to get, a little heart break. And than of course the happily ever after. I really
thought Scott would choose to spend the eternity with Blake, but than again maybe there will be a
sequel and that might still happen.Their union was fast, it happened right away and the love was
almost instant. I guess I'm sucker for a bit of heart break like I said in the beginning, but all in all it
was good . Only one misspelled word "sane" instead of "sand". So not bad at all.Not what I
expected at all! But I'm glad I've read it.

I am not a writer so my review will not be some great literary work. This was a nice little read. I did
enjoy it. There are many different Vampire stores out there and this follows the usual canon; no
daylight, wooden stakes, ruling body that dispenses justice. I kind of liked how they both had rotten
ex-boyfriends, made it more interesting that just one crazy ex. I am not real sure about my feelings
on how the story was left, one immortal and one mortal...

I haven't read this author before and I am pleased that I took a chance. I was unaware it was a
vampire book , which are my favorite genre. The story is fresh and flows well. The typical vampire
beliefs are present such as having to expressly invite them in, sun light, and silver. I did find it a bit
of a stretch for Lucas to find out so much about Scott and get Michael there so quickly. Suspend
belief for that gem. Otherwise I enjoyed reading this and will keep it in my favorite vampire collection
of stories to be reread. Kudos......

Try as I might I could not rid myself of the sense that this was an MF vampire book converted to
MM. All of the names and pronouns were corrected but Scott was not masculine or male. His
conversations, internal thoughts and behavior were stereotypically female.The writing was OK but
the characterizations were not believable.
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